Religious Diversity Colloquium

30 March 2017
Thursday
DEBORAH KAPCHAN (New York University)
“Listening acts: sounding the Sufi sublime in secular France”

9 May 2017
10:30 - 12:00
KENNETH DEAN (National University of Singapore)
“Religious space in Singapore”

16 May 2017
CATHIE CARMICHAEL (University of East Anglia)
“The Habsburg official as ethnographer: a case study of Trebinje”
Co-sponsored by the Department of Religious Diversity and the
Max Planck Research Group “Empires of Memory“

23 May 2017
LISA BJÖRKMAN (University of Louisville)
“Publics vs customers: mass assembly as political speech in Mumbai”

13 June 2017
YANFEI SUN (Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China)
“Twists of fate: growth trajectories of Catholicism and Protestantism in
Modern China compared”

14 June 2017
Wednesday
DINGXIN ZHAO (University of Chicago)
“Collective actions in Post-Mao China: between chaos and discipline”

20 June 2017
ADAM CHAU (University of Cambridge)
“From the household to the individual? Towards religious subjectification in
contemporary China”

23-24 June 2017
Friday/Saturday
9:00 - 18:00
Miniworkshop with KEITH TAYLOR (Cornell University)
and OLGA DROR (Texas A&M University)
tba